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Henry Moore Sculpture On Parkway
Our featured Philadelphia image...

Fine pieces of sculpture are placed strategically, notably “Three Way Piece” by Henry Moore, near the corner of 15th and Arch Streets.
Perhaps Kennedy Plaza is most beautiful at night with globes that serve as lamps in the square and the buildings around it — Penn center,
City Hall, the Masonic Temple, the Arch Street Methodist Church — lighted, and in the distance the floodlighted Museum of Art. At this
time, when Philadelphia becomes a City of Light, the relationship between Center City and the Parkway is even more evident as is that of
Philadelphia to its Parisian model.
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The Wedge Recovery Centers
    Making a Difference.

By Derek Pendleton, MSW, LSW
Clinical Director/MH Therapist, North MH Outpatient Department

In thinking about what I would like to contribute to this volume of the Wedge Newsletter, I thought back to my
history with the Wedge to date, along with the Wedge’s history as an agency in general. After having worked in the
field of behavioral health in Philadelphia for over eight years, I came to the Wedge as a part-time Mental Health
Therapist in March of 2009. It was then and shortly thereafter that I noticed what a complete difference the Wedge not
only makes for its members, but what a unique experience it was for me to work at an agency like the Wedge. It was
this difference explained below that made my decision easy to come on as a full-time Clinical Director at the Wedge’s
“North” MH Outpatient Department in June 2010, while still maintaining my part-time hours as a therapist.
In short and in my humble and honest opinion, the Wedge is completely different and distinguishable from any other behavioral healthcare
provider in the city of Philadelphia, both in the level of care its employees offer its members and in the clinical expertise that its staff possesses.
However, to clarify, it is not my intent to question or judge any other agency’s intent or commitment to those
it serves, but rather to highlight the significant difference I have experienced and the results I have witnessed
due to the Wedge’s unique philosophical approach to treating those in need.
As you may be aware, the Wedge grew and developed from one single site (at North) with
relatively few staff to its current nine departments, making it now one of the largest
(if not the largest) outpatient mental health and addiction service providers in the city.
The Wedge completed this task in a relatively short amount of time (over the last 15 years)
without receiving any “program funding” or grants – quite an achievement in a competitive
market in which many community mental health centers had been established since the 1970s!
Continued on page 2
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“GETTING TO THE HEART OF THE MATTER” ™
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Continued from page 1

Part of the Wedge’s success in helping its members over the years has been attributable to the Wedge’s ongoing and consistent efforts to utilize the
most progressive and “cutting-edge” treatment approaches and models within the city of Philadelphia and nationally. For instance, approximately
five years ago, the Wedge’s Recovery and Education Centers (RECs; formally known as partial programs) became one of the first pilot programs
within the city to implement the Recovery approach to mental health treatment. It was soon apparent that the core values of the Recovery -- hope,
choice, self-direction/empowerment, peer culture/peer support/peer leadership, partnership, community inclusion/opportunities, spirituality,
family inclusion and leadership, and a holistic/wellness approach – were much in line with the concepts that the Wedge was originally founded
on that have made the Wedge unique in many ways.
Currently and over the last two years, the Wedge has made a concerted and substantial effort to implement the Recovery philosophy to treatment
within all of its departments, including a focus on the Mental Health Outpatient Departments. Further, as the utilization of evidence-based
practices with members is highly recommended as part of Recovery orientation, the Wedge was selected a few years ago to be one of the elite
agencies within the city to embrace the evidence-based practice incorporated in the prestigious Beck Initiative, the purpose of which is to
develop and highly refine the use of cognitive therapy by therapists within selected mental health outpatient departments.
But I guess the most distinguishable factor that sets the Wedge apart from all other agencies and has made the biggest difference for me is the
feeling that I get – when walking into any Wedge facility, whether it was back in 2009 or now as I walk up North’s steps every day at 8 AM
– of being completely blown away and astounded by the welcoming and Recovery-oriented environment within, an atmosphere of complete
respect and care for its members, along with a willingness and desire to have those entrusted to the Wedge’s care live up to their utmost
potential, as true as the Recovery approach prescribes. As one enters any one of the nine Wedge Recovery Centers, he or she sees a colorful
and awe-inspiring mural of Recovery words and phrases that encompass the Wedge’s mission to provide unsurpassed empowerment and
support to its members.
For all of the above reasons, I have awakened to the realization of what a significant difference the Wedge Recovery Centers have truly made
in my life and the lives of others.

Keep sending in your poetry and articles. We want to hear from you and your talent is valued by us.
Contact your Site Reporter and you just may get published!

▼

Main Office - Mental Health Services Only
6701 North Broad Street Phila., PA 19126 p. 215 •276•3922 f. 215•276•8199
▼

South Office - Drug & Alcohol/Dual Diagnosis Services

contents

2009 South Broad Street Phila., PA 19148 p. 215•271•2200 f. 215•271•2223
▼

Venango Office - Drug & Alcohol/Dual Diagnosis Services
3609 North Broad Street Phila., PA 19140 p. 215•223•1100 f. 215•223•1200
▼

Logan Office - Mental Health Services
4913 North Broad Street Phila., PA 19141 p. 215•329•3200 f. 215•329•3217
▼

Frankford Office - Drug & Alcohol/Dual Diagnosis Services
4243 Frankford Avenue Phila., PA 19124 p. 215•744•3600 f. 215•744•1400
▼

Juniper Office - Mental Health Services
1939 South Juniper Street Phila., PA 19148 p. 215•271•5822 f. 215•271•5881

The Wedge Centers newsletter is a publication of The Wedge Recovery
Centers. The newsletter is published six times a year
and sent to approximately 2,500 recipients in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and surrounding states.
Newsletters are mailed in January, March, May,
July, September & November.
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The Juan Wright Story
Life growing up was confusing, my mother was instilling morals and my father lived a life of immortality, so I was more attracted more so to
the rebellious lifestyle of selling drugs, smoking weed and being a outlaw. All-in-all I did graduate High school in ‘87 but born in
West Philly raised up in the streets of Miami Florida where thug living and drug dealing was the code of survival and the acceptable
way to live. I watched my father successfully live a life of crime which made me attracted to a rebellious lifestyle.
However, not knowing eventually I would truly learn about the curse I committed my life to.

Life as I saw it was good cars, clothes, money, women and power. I had a mind state of being untouchable by the police; while being well
respected by other contenders in the drug game. Low and behold not before long the reality of being a drug dealer was beginning to manifest
itself in ways untold to me. I had to experience the negativity and pain as I laid at deaths door, three times incarcerated, 20 times labeled as a
menace to society, a career criminal and habitual offender. My life from there spiraled downhill; “ride to die” was a motivational statement to
stick to the “G” code. After being incarnated for 5 years I came to realization that my time in the game disappeared as time progressed, I soon
felt a sense of loneliness and despair. One thing being evident my morals and integrity where at a minimal, asking myself do I continue down
this dark journey of complete failure, or do I try and find a new way to live? I can’t walk straight if I continue to think crooked. Looking for
different results, I surrendered and asked God to help me. Therefore, giving me knowledge to go to a rehab to take the opportunity to meet
new people, and become a member of NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS, causing me to work on my shortcomings, and to be a positive personwith the hope of achieved goals and dreams that had perished, God has given me another chance at life and I’ve jumped in with both feet.

Words To Lift Your Spirit
Fill each heart and reign alone, break the odds we have known;
Lead us to confession true, Give us straight will to do
The treasures of the crystal snow and all the wonders nature shows,
Speak of a Mighty Makers Hand that all in love and wisdom planned.
									

Recipe for the Soul - Beef Stew
Ingredients
2lbs Beef (cubed)
(2) 14oz cans of beef broth
(2) 28oz cans of stewed tomatoes (diced)
(4) carrots (chopped)
(3) celery stalks (chopped)
(4) potatoes (cubed)
Preparation
Salt & pepper 1 cup of Barley, brown beef
in a pot with Beef Broth & stewed tomatoes.
Bring to a broil, reduce heat add remaining ingredients cook
on low heat for 1 ½ hours.
(Use cornstarch to thicken)

By: Benita
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201 Annua Picnic

Fred Barber, Picnic Planning Coordinator

The ‘Picnic’ has grown over the past five seasons to include the entire Wedge organization. For the first time, this year, everyone who could be
there, was there.
At first glance you would think that you could just holler, “Hey! Let’s all have a picnic… And let’s do it when we should all be in group session!”
Immediately everyone would drop what they are doing and head on down to the picnic grounds. We would eat, laugh, joke, play ball, talk to
people we had not seen for quite a while, listen to music, maybe even dance, and just generally celebrate the joys of recovery. After all, most of us
were not able to do such a thing for many years without a drink, or a drug, or being put down, stigmatized, left behind, or marginalized in some
way by someone.
You would think that, but it didn’t work that way. Awareness of the Picnic was gradual among the Wedge organization. There has been a steady
increase in interest and appreciation of our yearly outing, over time though. On one day each year we all get together and join in celebrating the
way our lives have improved and familiarize ourselves again with the bond that exits between us all. This has all come about because we made a
conscious choice somewhere along the line to treat ourselves better and accept the joy of living.
This year the staff and the Members were ready to picnic. In spite of a late start on the preparations, multiple inspections to prepare for, and
a late change in venue, we were ready, and we had a great time. Wedge staff and Wedge Members joined volunteer efforts to offer softball,
face-painting, board games, early snacks, lots of food for lunch distributed by Germantown staff and North Support staff, great music by the
Venango site and Dr. Paula Coy, pictures by photographers Phil Reyes, Christina Jordan and Kelly Sacco, grilled food by Rev. Banks,
Pio Voluntad and Bob Sadowski, set-up and break-down by family member volunteers and Wedge staff, clean-up by Frankford facility
volunteers and others, gate management by the South site, registration by Juniper REC site, Tee shirts, Wedge signs, slogan signs, a slogan
contest engaged in by all 9 separate programs, tot’s lot playground, basketball, information tables, Consumer Satisfaction Team, multiple 50/50
drawings, (I won one of them… yay!) three tents, and best of all, a theme that emphasized Employment as a worthy goal. We never forget that
the Picnic is as much therapy for all as it is fun.
The Executive Committee is to be commended for having the foresight to recognize the value of bringing the whole organization together for a
social event, the staff members of each program should be commended for joining in the voluntary struggle to show our guests and each other
a good time. Our guest Keynote speaker, Arlene Solomon, is a nationally recognized expert on Employment During Early Recovery, on loan
to us from Horizon House for the ‘event’. We were visited by members of the Department of Behavioral Health and Intellectual disAbility
Services, faculty from Drexel University, members of the North Penn Civic Association, and the Director of the Office of Addiction
Services in Philadelphia. As stakeholders in the citywide movement to promote recovery values, these organizations are interested in what we
do to increase recovery among our Members, and have made many favorable comments. The Wedge Annual Picnic is fast becoming famous all
over town as the event you should not miss.
We would be remiss if we, The Picnic Planning Committee, did not thank the staff of the Harmonious Volunteer Center who provided the
picnic grounds at Chalmers Park for us. Centrally located, well managed and well-manicured, it is a charming and useful well-kept secret, until
now. (Did anyone notice the Channel Six helicopter taking pictures?)
This annual Picnic event belongs to us all, Members, staff, Alumni and families alike. We can be proud of what we have done and hopefully will
continue to do, well into the future. We’ve started something that adds value to our lives, individually and collectively. Recovery is truly alive and
well at The Wedge.
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THE ADDICTS PRAYER
An Addict Asked “Lord Why Did You Make Me This Way?”

poetry in motion

... Lord, why did you make me this way? Why did you make someone
the world would hold back? I feel my life is black. Black is the color
of everything Bad. Black is the color of dirty clothes, of grimy hands
and feet... Black is the color of darkness, of tired beaten streets... Why
did you give me a disease that others look down upon? Why did you
create someone who receives the hated stare? Why is my thinking so
wrong? Why are my behaviors so deplorable? Why do people think
I’m useless? How come I feel so used? Why do people see me and
think I should be abused? Lord, I just don’t understand... What is it
about me? Why is it some people want to hate me and not know the
person within? Addict is what I am “Labeled”... Lord you know other
people just like me mistreat me, and you know this just ain’t right...
Lord, don’t you think it’s time to make a change? Why don’t you redo
creation and make everyone the same?

wedge

God’s Reply: Why did I make you this way?
I made you in the likeness of me...
You feel your life is Black, Black is the color of coal, which diamonds
are made from, the color of oil, the black gold which keeps people
warm. Black is not the color of everything Bad, Black is the same as
the black stallion and panther, Oh what majestic creatures indeed!
The disease you speak of is not to make you feel pain, but to help you
realize your strength through me...There’s a beautiful smile hidden
behind your pain... Those are not hated stares. They are stares of
admiration, wondering how you could be so strong! Your thinking is
not wrong, it is different, creative and empowering! Your behaviors
are learning tools, they help you learn how not to do things. And
while some may see you as useless, more see you as an inspiration!
You have come through things that would crumble most, just look
behind you? You withstand the burden of time... You must realize the
specialness within you, others see it but will not explore it if you hide
it from them. People do not want to hate you, you are so special they
are intimidated and not sure how to get to know the person within.
What you identify as mistreatment is merely a mechanism to help
you realize your full potential. I do think it’s time to make a change,
but I have no intention to redo creation and make everyone the same!
The change needs to come from you, identifying and celebrating your
differences, not separating or regretting them. So get off your knees,
look in the mirror and tell me what you see? I didn’t make you in the
image of darkness and despair... I made you in the image of ME!
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A White Elephant				
by Notany More
At one point or another, we all must be alone
….Meaning to or not, we leave our comfort-zone
And at that time of total isolation
Fortitude falls and welcomes temptation.
Pushing forward with energy lost,
Paying a price at such high cost
And looking for answers everywhere possible
Seeking wisdom that is not knowledgeable
Sitting waiting, wanting purpose
Looking, seeking, to make sane this circus
And to no avail is the end means found
Just more loud noise to clang the sound.
Desperation climbs in slowly
And tells of lies ever so boldly
So believable that one might seekTo lose himself since life so bleak.
Concluding death may be the answer
But rights to do so refuse such cancer
I never asked to come here to live
My heart is void of more to give…
Call it selfish, I think it pain
Either way, it consumes my frame.
My heart, my head, my limbs and allMy firm-built structure now must fall.
So strange to be in such a place again
Still and sober and with friend
Not care not still as life is flat
Strike 3 for me, I cannot bat.
All around me life goes on
People walking and singing song
As if this life is lived in full
Without struggles I feel pull.
Amazing, I think “I used to be like them”
Older now, question where I stand
I built a foundation made of solid rock
Now quicksand sinks my ticking clock
I don’t know how much more to bear
Or why right now I’m breathing air
When all I want is nothing now
Just quiet stillness- without death… how?

I’M HealeD
		
by Robert Autry
Expressions of my face may seem like
I’m not worried,
Or thinkingIt’s just part of me.
Dark side of my life
Has blocked me,
Stopped me,
Tried to change me,
But can’t wait break me.
Then I called and called to God for help:
I yelled with my strongest voiceHeavenly Father, I’m trying’ to heal!
But why
Does the dark side of life try
To take over this body
Of yours, which you built?”
God spoke to me, sayin“My son,
You are among
My greatest gifts.
I will never leave my children.
I love you.”
Just then I was free,
I was crying,
I’m healed.

My Experience with The Wedge
The Wedge is a place that will help you if you want the help, it starts with us! For myself, I’m trying and it’s not that easy but
I have people here who really have my back, Ms. Paula, Ms. Diana, Ms. Karin, Mr. Tracey, Ms. Michelle and Ms. Rory to name a few.
All the staff has been there for me and have helped me in one way or another, as I name them I remember how they have
tried to help me and continue to have faith in me. If you need help, just ask for the help, trust me it’s there. It’s not over for me,
as long as God keeps me here with breath in my body, I’m here! I don’t want to forget about the members, like me, we help
each other out like family… The Wedge Family… My Wedge Family! I also want to thank my group, Mr. William Goode
our Peer Government President and my family. Your special and I thank God for you all!!
							
								

All Smiles,
Tina
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Happy

Holidays
We are growing and expanding to best serve YOU our members and community.
You will want to be sure to check out our website, because it is all about you!

www.wedgepc.com
mission statement
The Mission of The Wedge Recovery Centers is to promote recovery and personal growth for individuals suffering from addictive
disorders and psychiatric experiences, along with their supporters and their caregivers. Through a relationship of mutual respect
and equality we hope to facilitate the discovery and development of innate strengths and abilities that promote
self-determination and autonomy within those entrusted to our care. The Wedge is firmly committed to providing
only the highest quality of service, and will never deny service to anyone regardless of ability to pay.
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Help - 1.800.301.4514

